Developing hybrid molecule therapeutics for diverse enzyme inhibitory action: Active role of coumarin-based structural leads in drug discovery.
Hybrid drugs featuring two or more potentially bioactive pharmacophores have been recognized as advanced and superior chemical entities to simultaneously modulate multiple drug targets of multifactorial diseases, thus overcoming the severe side effects associated with a single drug molecule. The selection of these chemical moieties to produce hybrid structures with druggable properties is generally facilitated by the observed and/or anticipated synergistic pharmacological activities of the individual molecules. In this perspective, coumarin template has extensively been studied in pursuit of structurally diverse leads for drug development due to high affinity and specificity to different molecular targets. This review highlights the most commonly exploited approaches conceptualizing the design and construction of hybrid molecules by coupling two or more individual fragments with or without an appropriate linker. In addition to the design strategies, this review also summarizes and reflects on the therapeutic potential of these hybrid molecules for diverse enzyme inhibitory action as well as their observed structure-activity relationship (SAR). Several key features of the synthesized hybrid structures that assert a profound impact on the inhibitory function have also been discussed alongside computational investigations, inhibitor molecular diversity and selectivity toward multiple drug targets. Finally, these drug discovery and development efforts should serve as a handy reference aiming to provide a useful platform for the exploration of new coumarin-based compounds with enhanced enzyme inhibitory profile.